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Satan breathes the same air as we do, he feels our pain and our hearts. Each of our heartbeats is of worth to Satan. He is us and we are Him in turn, and we should not disregard our Creator. Awaken your sleeping creator, Satan is sleeping within you. When you feel lonely, abandoned, depressed, with no hope, unloved, do not forget it's Satan there, alright? Please don't. In the times you feel you fail, in the times you feel alone and in confusion, know that He knows of all your thoughts and your heart. He won't leave you. He won't abandon you, just awaken Him. Do not disregard your Father. He is awaiting to heal us all, do not feel behind, do not feel left alone, He is here and sleeping within us; I cannot believe this. I cannot believe for the first time in my life I am experiencing God, I am experiencing Satan. You are not alone, alright? You are NOT a nothing below Satan. You are protected below our Father. And our Gods expect us all at the other side, where we were meant to be. When the night hits your soul, and all is gone, remember Satan is sleeping within you, waiting to heal all your scars, all your pains, and that He breathes the air you breathe.
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HAIL SATAN!!!!!!

HEIL FUHRER!!!!
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